Solution Brief

Arcserve N Series Appliances
Hyperconverged data protection
Powered by Nutanix. Secured by Sophos.
Multi-layer data protection and management combined with ransomware
defense and cloud-like scale in one unified solution.
Nutanix hybrid cloud infrastructure significantly simplifies IT for businesses. However, legacy backup approaches have
not always updated with the times. As ransomware events continue to occur for organizations worldwide, it is time for a
solution that combines not just a hybrid cloud infrastructure with robust data protection, but also ransomware defense.

All-in-One Backup and Recovery with Ransomware Prevention and Hyperscale Design
Arcserve N Series Hyperconverged Appliances Powered by Nutanix and Secured by Sophos securely protect any type and number
of workloads while reducing RTOs and RPOs to just minutes or seconds with Arcserve’s Virtual Standby and Instant VM.
The appliances combine the recovery of Arcserve UDP with the flexible scale-out design of Nutanix, and the ransomware defense
of Sophos Intercept X Advanced cybersecurity. For an extra layer of protection, add Arcserve OneXafe immutable storage or AWS
S3 object lock storage (available separately).
With Arcserve N Series Appliances, Powered by Nutanix and Secured by Sophos, you’ll get a solution that is:
Simple: Get hyperconverged data protection solution from one vendor, Arcserve. Manage it all from the unified management
console available via Nutanix Mine, a single pane of glass to monitor all your backup and disaster recovery services including
physical, virtual, and cloud workloads.
Scalable: The hyperconverged Nutanix infrastructure delivers high performance, flexible scale-out storage and compute to add
capacity and performance on the fly, eliminating any need to plan ahead and overprovision for excess capacity.
Secure: Proven recovery is combined with market-leading Sophos cybersecurity for protection of the appliance that removes
threats using behavioral analysis to thwart never-before-seen ransomware and boot-record attacks. Back up data on a securityhardened platform, isolate backups from your production environment, and safeguard those backups.
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A Single Solution with Unmatched Unified Data Protection, Scalability, and Security
Protect your data using a 3-2-1-1 strategy:
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a 3-2-1-1 design:
Create 3 copies of your data
(1 primary and 2 backups)

2 stored locally on at least
2 types of storage media

Store 1 of these oﬀsite

(secure storage, cloud, etc.)

(local drive, NAS, tape, etc.)

Back up multiple legacy and modern workloads, including
agentless host-based protection for Nutanix AHV, vSphere,
and Hyper-V. Prevent data loss with deduplicated backup
for AHV, Nutanix Files, and quick disaster recovery with
automatic failover. Enjoy peace of mind with automated
recovery testing powered by Assured Recovery with RPO,
RTO, and SLA validation.

Only Arcserve delivers an integrated hardware and software
solution that simplifies deployment, management, and support;
scales out capacity to seamless adjust to changing needs;
provides high availability; and protects your backup data
environment with Nutanix and Sophos.
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Take the Next Step
Find out more at arcserve.com
or contact us at +1 844 639-6792.

About Arcserve
Arcserve, a global top 5 data protection vendor, provides the broadest set of best-in-class solutions to manage, protect and recover all
data workloads, from SMB to enterprise and regardless of location or complexity. Arcserve solutions eliminate complexity while bringing
best-in-class, cost-effective, agile, and massively scalable data protection and certainty across all data environments. This includes
on-premises, cloud (including DRaaS, BaaS, and Cloud-to-Cloud), hyperconverged, and edge infrastructures. The company’s nearly
three decades of award-winning IP, plus a continuous focus on innovation, means that partners and customers, including MSPs, VARs,
LARs, and end-users are assured of the fastest route to next-generation data workloads and infrastructures. A 100% channel-centric
organization, Arcserve has a presence in over 150 countries, with 19,000 channel partners helping to protect 235,000 customers’ critical
data assets. Explore more at arcserve.com and follow @Arcserve on Twitter.
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